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PROFESSIONAL



 

UO UNIVERSITY Theatre
Through Allen Hall Advertising, my art director and I were given the client UO University Theater. Our specific task was their production of James 
Joyce’s The Dead. I ran their Facebook account to create social content and promotion for the show. We saw engagement of posts and likes for 

the page rise as well as an increase of ticket sales at the Box Office.

The week before opening night, I created this visual series that utilized the color palette 
created for the campaign to create excitement about the premiere.

To the left is the cover photo created 
for the Facebook page. It utilized one 
of the three poster designs created by 

us for the production.



UO UNIVERSITY Theatre CONTINUED

VIDEOS MEET THE CAST

After opening night, each day we would post a headshot and 
quote from the cast to increase visibility in new audiences. This 

was successful as many friends and family of the cast would 
come visit the page for the first time.

I wrote the copy, recorded audio and mixed the sound for the above video.

The above video is their most viewed video to date due to a quick turn around.



I’m WITH UO CAMPAIGN
I was the Social Media Manager for a student government campaign “I’m With UO” at the University of Oregon. Along with conceiving the 

campaign slogan “I’m With UO,” I ran the Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram accounts, while continuously creating content and strategy ideas. 

FACEBOOK INSTAGRAM TWITTER

After three weeks of campaigning (which included: creating and hosting events, filming videos, sharing news articles, responding to 
questions, street teaming, etc.), I’m With UO won the election over the two other parties by a landslide. Our videos had higher views than 

the other parties, and we became the most recognizable campaign on campus for the 25,000+ undergraduate student body. 



CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENTS “I’m WITH…”

I photoshopped the I’m With UO logo onto popular public profiles to 
create a celebrity endorsement campaign that added humor and 

relevancy to the election season.

Created an “I’m With…” campaign for 
members of the party to tell students 
what issues they wanted to focus on.

Along with shooting pictures to be used on various accounts, I filmed a 
video furthering this idea, which had great engagement and success. 



 
I’m WITH UO CONTINUED

Created an On Demand Snapchat Geofilter to be 
used in the heart of campus on the first day of 

voting. It was also used for a presidential debate 
the day after, and later was modified to become a 

campus community Geofilter.

Also implemented a service where people could send 
profile pictures and we would superimpose the logo, 

or a variation of it, for them to post (see below).



 
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

After the election, I was appointed to Communications Director of the ASUO. In this role, I manage the student government’s social profiles, as 
well as aid executive members in creating their events and designs, and producing content in partnership with other organizations. All three of 

the social media profiles made (Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter) were not very active upon arrival.

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

When I took over, the Instagram 
had only two posts after 4 years 

being active and only 23 
followers. 

The most successful post was a 
video made in partnership with 

the various PAC-12 student 
governments in a PSA video in 

support of the “It’s On Us” 
campaign. The video was shared 
around all PAC-12 universities. 

I have also utilized hashtags, 
creating ones such as 

#SenatorSunday (to highlight UO 
Senate) or #DucksVote to 
encourage registration.

For Facebook, I have focused on 
timely responses to messages and 
creating ASUO Statements, which 

are public messages that have 
been successful in getting the 
voices of the executive team 
heard by the student body.



PERSONAL



 FACEBOOK kyle.heiner

MILLENNIALS
In creating my online brand, I have tapped into 

millennial culture and made it a part of my image. 
In this post, I wanted to find a way to connect to 

them on the subject of voting (see right). 

In response to the viral video of Alexis Bloomer 
ranting about millennials in a car, I responded to 

the video with a humorous twist that was my most 
successful Facebook video to date (see bottom 

right).   

I created this post to combine my favorite artist 
and my fraternity Delta Tau Delta as a cover photo 
for other members to use during rush weeks (see 

below).



 FACEBOOK kyle.heiner

P O L I T I C A L
I enjoy finding the humor and personalization of politics on 
Facebook, so I often create posts that humanize what the 

nation is dealing with (see right & bottom right). 

Because of my social media presence, I was asked by the 
University of Oregon to star in a light-hearted video where I 
interviewed students about registering to vote (see below).



 TWITTER @Kyle4prezident

”WORKS EVERY TIME” TWEET 

MOST POPULAR

A SAMPLING 
oF TWEETS

Both times the pop star replied to my tweet, and in the case 
of Sara, also commented on my Instagram.

This tweet blends a Portland tradition 
“Zoo Lights” and the smash hit television 

show Stranger Things. 



 INSTAGRAM @kyleheiner

@thatssokyle  Snapchat

Celebs who responded

A QUICK SNAPSHOT

On Snapchat, I have 
been on both 

nationwide, local, 
and campus 

snapchat stories.  

I also create stories 
that engage my 

viewers and tell a 
story. I have received 
great feedback from 
numerous people.

Whatever the post, I focus on creating unique, 
witty captions and tags within the photo the bring 

the piece together. 



CONNECT
FACEBOOK | kyle.heiner 
instagram | KyleHeiner 
Snapchat | Thatssokyle 

twitter | kyle4prezident 
musical.ly | kyle4prezident 

linkedin | linkedin.com/in/kyleheiner 


